In this paper, we propose a novel natural image edge detection algorithm based on depth image and feature extraction. The characteristics of edge the pixel change that moves toward along edge are generally gentle, but is vertical is fierce to the pixel change of edge direction. Image edge information is very important in image distribution and human vision. It is an important property of image feature extraction in image recognition. The existing methods of edge detection have their own characteristics, but also have their own limitations and the shortcomings. In the article proposed an operation order of complexity low color edging detection algorithm, the detection template of original gradation edge will expand to the marginal check of color picture that makes full use of color picture's color information. With the integration of image representation, the effectiveness of the model is enhanced compared with other state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
Image edge implication rich intrinsic information (e.g. direction, step nature, shape, etc.) is in the image recognition extracts the image characteristics the important attribute. The characteristics of edge the pixel change that moves toward along edge are generally gentle, but is vertical is fierce to the pixel change of edge direction. Therefore, in this sense, the algorithm of extraction edge is to examine to conform to the edge characteristics the mathematical operator of the edge pixel. Image edge information is very important in image distribution and human vision. It is an important property of image feature extraction in image recognition. Edge detection is one of the classic problems in image edge detection. Its solution has a great impact on our high-level feature description, recognition and understanding, and because edge detection has a very important value in many aspects, so people have been committed to research and solve how to construct a good nature and good effect of the edge detection operator problem.
Based on the literature review of the existing algorithms, we could generally summarize current disadvantages of edge detection methods as the follows. Sobel operator and Prewitt operator are the image difference and filtering operations, the difference is only part of the weight of the smooth part of the difference. If the noise near the edge is two times along the edge, then the Sobel operator is better, but cannot be completely ruled out. If the noise is very sensitive to noise, if the image is the same for each point of noise, then Prewitt operator is better and a false edge appears in the test result. This kind of operator is good for gray-scale gradation and image processing with noise. LOG operator step type of image edge point positioning accuracy and rotation invariance is omnidirectional, but easy to lose part of the edge direction information, and the operator caused some discontinuous edge detection, and poor ability to resist noise. Based on the optimization methods of operator, the purpose of this kind of method of edge detection is based on signal to noise ratio obtained operator.
In this paper, to deal with the mentioned challenges, we propose a novel natural image edge detection algorithm based on depth image and feature extraction. Starting from the analysis of the prior research and analysis, we should focus on the listed issues for systematic optimization and the further enhancement. (1) To objectively and correctly select the edge detection threshold; (2) The influence of the noise effectively.
Our Research and Literature Review
The Depth Image. In recent years domestic and foreign research to the depth image has formed the upsurge, the depth image was different from the common gray image, pixel point in the gray image represents this institute to receive the light the intensity or the gradation, but what pixel point in the depth image contained was corresponds the flying spot the depth information.
Because the depth data independence in image in the light reflecting characteristics of illumination transitive body surface as compares in the range image analysis not to have the difficulty that the illumination shadow and in the object plain surface the texture has with the gray image, thus the depth image data can be quite easy to obtain the related object more reliable geometry information. In the camera, the main lens is focused on the microlens array, and the distance from the microlens to the image sensor is equal to the focal length of the microlens. In the case of reduced image images with the traditional camera image is no different, but if we can see the magnified view of each microlens into the spot, that is, macro pixels. The focusing function can be expressed as the follows.
Where the ( ) , u v represents the position of the sub-aperture in the image sensor on each point of the irradiance, at present, there are two main ways to produce depth image, one is to use the device to directly capture the depth of the scene to be scanned data and image preservation and the station or the viewpoint coordinates are converted to depth images. Before obtaining the image, we should firstly mark the parameters of the camera. The demarcation of camera mainly through frame of reference image determined that the inside and outside parameters of camera, to establish world coordinate department and camera coordinate system and the transformation relations between image coordinate systems. The parameter that needs to demarcate has that camera focal distance, the principal point position, the optical axis angle of deflection, the distortion factor. After using same demarcation frame of reference completes about the camera spotting, uses the inside and outside parameters that obtains to carry on the three-dimensional demarcation to determine the angles of the rotation of 2 cameras, the principal point distance the location. The Natural Image Expression Representation. Carries on the sparse transformation to the natural image, the transformation itself does not have the compression to the image, according to the front analysis, the transformation causes the energy concentration of image in minority conversion coefficients, carries on the code to have the compressibility effect to these few coefficients. However in scope that the error permits, can restructure the original image with this few some coefficients, the goal of achieving the image compression. Image data discretization is to ensure that the loss of image information in the tolerable range, each pixel as a breakpoint, in accordance with certain conditions, the breakpoint into the appropriate discrete area of the process, and in accordance with certain criteria discrete value of discrete area. As for the representation procedures, we can generally summarize it as the following four individual steps.
• Use of natural images to extract characteristic basis function, sparse transformation matrix.
• Sparse component calculation.
• Processing of sparse coefficient.
• Rebuilds the original image.
If all objects in the universe of discourse are distinguished, then there is a great deal of distinction, if all objects in the universe can be divided into the same equivalence class, or any object cannot be distinguished from other objects , then the ability to distinguish the least. Each discrete region of the image corresponds to different ability to distinguish, the greater the ability to distinguish the discrete region that the distribution of pixel values is not uniform, otherwise the more uniform distribution of pixel values. In the figure 2, we show the framework of the representation procedures. The Feature Extraction and Selection. Common image features include: the gray features, geometric features, contour features, algebraic features and the texture features, etc. The overall characteristics in view of already the goal of dividing, carries on the feature expression to an image object whole, then classified decision-making. Therefore, the overall feature extraction generally includes the image object division and target characteristics describe two partial contents. In basic condition, the feature selection paradigm can be separated into the listed aspects.
• Region-based the image characteristics extraction had considered the spatial information of image, such as the image gray, texture, color and pixel statistical property that is divided into the feature extraction method of same region the target audience.
• Watershed feature extraction method is topology-based mathematic morphology the feature extraction method, the basic philosophy regards as the analysis situs landform in geodesy the image, the grey level of pixel expressed that this point elevation, each local optimum and influence region are called the catchment basin, but the boundary of catchment basin forms the watershed.
• Active vision theory is established, which provides a powerful method and theoretical basis for the use of high level a priori knowledge to guide the segmentation of object. In recent years, more and more general level prior knowledge is expressed in various forms on the computer, and combined with the characteristics of the low level image to guide the feature extraction of the image target.
• The local affine invariant feature is an effective tool for the target recognition under different visual angles, especially when the target is in occlusion or the background is greatly changed.
For this condition, we generally consider the PCA as the feature representation reference. PCA is based on the second-order statistical characteristics of the signal, with an orthogonal transformation matrix, the component of the original random variables are converted into new non-related variables, the data of low-dimensional subspace representation. 2DSVD to 1DSVD, directly has not carried on the SVD with the image matrix, but the first seeking image sample assembly line and arranges in order two directions the covariance matrices, then carries on the main part analysis to the covariance matrices of these two directions separately, finally the lines and row of characteristic vectors after with dimensionality reduction restructures the lower-dimensional matrix. In the following formulas, we demonstrate the procedures of the mentioned steps.
This paper adopts two methods of one-dimensional singular value decomposition is applied to image recognition, one is the singular value of the image matrix as the feature dimension reduction directly after the basic SVD algorithm, the other is to reduce the dimension of the singular value of reconstructed image as a SVD image reconstruction algorithm feature that can be found in [4] .
The Systematic Framework of the Edge Detection Paradigm. For our method, we consider this scenario, the Gauss function of the original image smoothing process is the basic part of the edge detection method with LOG operator in Gauss space, the value coefficient of sigma determines the size of the template is smooth, noise smoothing ability. Obviously, for different images, the best value is different and what factors determine the optimal value of sigma that is our concerns. The expression of Gauss filter operator is as follows.
( )
It has not only can filter out the noise and maintains the marginal check optimal filter of edge characteristics, it uses the first-order differential filter. With the two-dimensional Gaussian function first-order directional derivative on the random orientation is the noise filter, through carries on the filter with the image convolution; Then the image after to filter seeks for the local maximum of the gradient of image, by this definite image edge. The parameter are shown as follows.
As the three RGB color channel distribution is not the same, each channel edge feature location is not located in the same location, if the use of these three sets of data fusion to re-seek the edge of the color image is a very troublesome thing. In practice, it is necessary to directly obtain the edge position of the color image, so that the computation time can be reduced and the subsequent fusion processing problem can be solved directly. For this, we define the threshold value as the follows.
Marginal check implementation to general Tiff form the edge detection of digital image, with two-dimensional Gaussian function first-order directional derivative on the random orientation is the noise filter, through carries on the filter with the image convolution; Then the image after to filter seeks for the local maximum of gradient of image, by this definite image edge. Takes its maximum value as the output position, the operation result is an edge amplitude image. In the figure 3, we show the simulation experiment of the proposed methodology. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel natural image edge detection algorithm based on depth image and the feature extraction. Edge detection is the image processing and recognition of one of the most basic content, an image is an information system, a lot of information is provided by its contour edge. Edge extraction and detection plays an important role in image processing, and its performance directly affects the performance of the developed system. The existing methods of edge detection have their own characteristics, but also have their own limitations and the shortcomings, so the image edge detection in this area has yet to be further improvement and development. In the article proposed an operation order of complexity low color edging detection algorithm, the detection template of original gradation edge will expand to the marginal check of color picture that makes full use of color picture's color information, in addition in light of filter and non-maximum suppression. In later research, we will focus on the numerical simulation of the method which will improve the robustness of the model.
